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Executive Summary

Introduction to the HfS Blueprint Report: PLM Services
n The Product Lifecycle Management (PLM) Services HfS Blueprint Report is the first application of

HfS Blueprint methodology for the PLM services marketplace.

n The PLM Services HfS Blueprint Report reviews the PLM Services market for the plan,

implementation, managing and optimize services across different PLM software applications.
The PLM software applications covered include Autodesk, Dassault Systemes, Oracle, PTC, SAP,
and Siemens.
n The HfS PLM Services Blueprint includes profiles and assessments of 13 service providers of PLM

Services.

n Unlike other quadrants and matrices, the HfS Blueprint identifies relevant differentials between

service providers across a number of facets in two main categories: innovation and execution.

n For this report, HfS has increased the attention paid to innovation criteria in particular and

adopted the new 2016 Blueprint Grid layout to assess service providers. This Grid now
recognizes up-and-coming service providers (High Potentials) that score higher on innovation
criteria than on execution criteria as the providers build these practices. This is in addition to the
existing rankings for highest overall performance (Winner’s Circle) and strong combined
innovation and execution performance (High Performers).
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HfS Definition: PLM Services Value Chain

PLAN/
CONSULTING
• PLM Strategy Consulting
(including Business Case,
Readiness Assessment,
Roadmap, Change
Management)
• PLM Package Selection
• NPD Process Design and
Optimization

MANAGE/
SUPPORT

IMPLEMENT
• Solution Architecture
• Data Modelling and
Migration
• Rollout and
implementation
• Integration Services
• Extensions, Tools, or
Custom Development to
Fill PLM Software Gaps
• Testing
• Initial User Training
• Change Management
Execution

• PLM Help Desk
• Ongoing Integration,
Maintenance, Testing
• Upgrade Support
• PLM Uptime, Data
Accuracy and Access
Responsibility
• Ongoing Employee
Adoption Support
including Training
• Change Requirements
Identification in PLM
Software or Processes

Source: HfS Research, 2016
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OPTIMIZE/
TRANSFORM
• Consolidation,
Unification and
Simplification of PLM
Instances
• New PLM Module Value
Identification and Benefit
Analysis
• Periodic PLM Strategy,
Process and System
Alignment
• M&A Integration
• Digital and Emerging
Areas, Integrated PLM

Key Highlights – State Of PLM Services Market
n A renewed interest in this market: PLM traditionally was an enterprise application solution for

addressing product development challenges, which was a nice-to-have solution. But now with the
advent of IoT, smart products, and digital manufacturing, it is becoming central to any
manufacturing firm’s technology landscape. The ten key trends driving the PLM market are:
1.

Integrated software and hardware product development (PLM-ALM Integration)

2.

Digital PLM development

3.

Bridging the gap between design and aftermarket support through the digital clone

4.

Industry-based PLM template adoption

5.

Compliance management

6.

PLM for mergers and acquisition

7.

Focus on data security and tighter IP management

8.

Plug-and-play solutions starting to emerge

9.

Growth outside of North America and Europe

10. Management services growth
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Key Highlights – State Of PLM Services Market
n Challenges in PLM adoption: Though PLM is implemented in many large enterprises, the user

adoption of PLM is on the lower side. Some of the challenges in PLM adoption are:
n Issues in organizational change management (OCM) for PLM implementation
n Varying maturity between business units and product lines for PLM adoption
n Lack of benchmarking for parameters to define and track PLM benefits

n Different PLM approaches by service providers: The 13 service providers we evaluated for this

Blueprint approach this market in three ways: (1) Service providers with strong consulting offerings
focus more on consulting-led solutions and have the advantage of early engagement with the
customers. (2) Service providers with strong IT offerings focus more on implementation and
manage service phase and emphasize on their ability to deliver on complex implementation
programs. (3) The pure-play engineering service providers focus PLM more as a complementary
offering to their engineering services and their ability to deliver on engineering processes
management.

n Usage of PLM is expanding beyond manufacturing: The use of PLM solutions has gone beyond

manufacturing into other verticals, such as retail, apparel, utilities, constructions, etc. The firms in
these verticals are using PLM solutions or PLM concepts to manage digital information.
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Research Methodology

Blueprint Research Methodology
Data Summary
n Data was collected in Q3 2016 and Q4 2016, covering

buyers, providers and advisors/influencers of PLM
Services.
n More than 650 data points were collected, covering 13
major service providers.

Participating Service Providers

This Report Is Based On:
n Tales from the Trenches: Interviews

were conducted with buyers who
have evaluated service providers and
experienced the services. Some
contacts were supplied by service
providers, but many interviews were
conducted by leveraging HfS
extensive network.

n Sell-Side Executive Briefings:

Structured discussions with service
providers to evaluate innovation,
execution, market share, and deal
counts.

n Publicly Available Information:

Evaluations also include financial
data, website information, and
presentations given by senior
executives as well as other marketing
collateral.
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HfS PLM Services Blueprint Scoring Percentage
Breakdown
EXECUTION

100%

Quality of Client Relationships
Quality of Clients
Solution and Delivery Capabilities
Geographic Spread and Scale
Applicability to Different PLM Software
Applicability to Different Verticals
Applicability to Customers of Different Sizes

12%
8%
40%
15%
10%
10%
5%

INNOVATION

100%

Strategy, Innovation and Investments
Digital Plug-and-Play Services, Technology, Tools
Brokers of Capability, Acquisitions, Partnerships
Process Redesigning, Design Thinking,
Collaborative Engagement, Pricing and Business Outcomes Measurement
Automation, Legacy, Security
Business from emerging areas (Digital- Mobility, Cloud, Analytics, IoT)
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25%
10%
10%
10%
20%
10%
15%

Execution Criteria Definitions
EXECUTION

How well does the service provider execute on its contractual agreement, and how
well does the provider manage the client/provider relationship?

Quality Of Client Relationship

How engaged is the executive and management team in defining and managing the
delivery of business services? What is the scale of client engagements?

Quality Of Clients

How is the quality of service providers clients? How many of the top 100
manufacturers are convinced of service providers capabilities?

Solution And Delivery Capabilities

What are the clients’ and market’s overall impression of the quality of service across
the value chain from this service provider? How deep is the PLM domain expertise
(talent and solutions) in understanding and then addressing issues? Is the delivery
capability widespread across the value chain?

Geographic Spread And Scale

How does this service provider use a global delivery footprint to meet clients’ needs?
Do service providers have the scale to make investments in the delivery?

Applicability to Different PLM Software

What are the major PLM software applications that service providers are working on?
How deep is the expertise in delivering services on different PLM software
applications? How does their PLM software mix compare with the industry?

Applicability to Different Verticals

How deep is the expertise in delivering solutions across different industry segments –
aerospace, automotive, industrial equipment, electronics, AEC etc.? How does their
industry mix compares with the industry?

Applicability to Clients of Different Sizes

© 2016 HfS Research Ltd. Excerpt for Wipro

What is the client mix of the service providers – large, medium and small? How does
their client mix compare with the industry?
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Innovation Criteria Definitions
INNOVATION

How well does the service provider innovate its offering(s) in response to market demand,
client requirements and its own vision for how the PLM Services market will evolve?

Strategy, Innovation and Investments

What is the service provider’s vision for the evolution of PLM services? Is there a clear strategy
for delivering PLM services and are there identifiable investments in place to realize this
strategy today? Do customers rate them as innovative? Are there examples of innovation in
engagements shared by customers and service providers?

Digital Plug-and-Play Services,
Technology, Tools

What is the role of applications and platforms in the service provider’s offering strategy? Are
the selected platforms developed in-house, or are they provided by third parties? Is there a
demonstrable intent to maintain and enhance the in-house platforms?

Brokers of Capability, Acquisitions,
Partnerships

Does the provider have a vision for augmenting their capability by building the internal and
external ecosystem? Is the service provider able to leverage acquisition and partnerships in
meeting clients’ specific and varied talent and technology requirements over time?

Process Redesigning, Design Thinking

What are the initiatives of the service provider based on their understanding of the business
context to reimagine processes aligned with meeting client needs

Collaborative Engagement, Pricing and
Business Outcomes Measurement

Does the provider has a clear understanding of what business outcomes exist for PLM
customers and how the service provider will deliver these business outcomes using
collaborative engagements? How flexible and competitive is provider when determining
pricing of contracts? How is its pricing mix compares with the industry?

Automation, Legacy, Security

How well does the provider execute on automation, legacy and security aspects of PLM
services including using of automation and cognitive computing, platform based service
offering for legacy write off and managing security of digital data across the value chain?

Business from emerging areas (DigitalMobility, Cloud, Analytics, IoT )

© 2016 HfS Research Ltd. Excerpt for Wipro

How is the service provider looking at emerging areas? Does it has plans to leverage these
emerging areas and integrate them into its solutions. Examples include: Digital and IoT.
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Key Market Dynamics

Key Trends Driving PLM Services Market (1)
n Integrated software and hardware product development (PLM - ALM integration): At present, the

software part of the product lifecycle is managed by the Application Lifecycle Management (ALM)
software and the lifecycle development of mechanical parts and assemblies part is managed by the
PLM software. So, PLM and ALM integration is essential for the integrated product development
for both hardware and software components. As most of the products now involve both hardware
and software, the end-to-end service offering covering PLM-ALM integration is becoming essential.

n Digital PLM solutions: Enterprises primarily use PLM for design data management and

collaboration purposes, but the emergence of digital technologies including social, mobile,
analytics, cloud, IoT, etc., is impacting PLM as well. The social media can be used to bring product
conversations back to designers via PLM, and mobile apps are increasingly used for providing
product information from the designers to the service professionals. On the other hand, cloudbased PLM helps to reduce infrastructure cost and the analytics enables enterprises to analyze
product’s field and service performance. So, digital PLM is helping to build the next generation
PLM products and ensuring a rapid, intelligent and connected system.

n Bridging the gap between design and aftermarket support through digital clone or digital twin:

As clients are targeting to improve service profitability margins, their major focus is to integrate
Service Lifecycle Management (SLM) with PLM systems for the service transformation. This
integration will help in managing engineering change cycle with real-time feedback for both design
support and service management. Here digital PLM will play a major role in constructing and
analyzing the digital clone of the physical product.
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Key Trends Driving PLM Services Market (2)
n Industry-based PLM template adoption: Industry specific PLM platforms are emerging as the

single master of records throughout the product lifecycle and all development phases. Service
providers use these platforms to manage the end-to-end functionality of the PLM value chain,
streamlining both the design and downstream lifecycle processes. PLM software vendors along
with service providers are investing in industry-specific PLM systems.

n Compliance management: PLM can be used across different business functions that are subjected

to regulation, such as Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and the Consumer Financial Protection Act
for supply chain monitoring in the US, BIM mandates for AEC Industry, acts on waste management
for the electronics and high-tech industries, and the FDA for medical devices. All this information
for compliance can be integrated into the early stage of product development by using PLM.

n PLM for mergers and acquisitions: In M&A, technology sync-up between the two entities without

any IP leakage is of paramount importance. PLM helps businesses to consolidate the upcoming
technologies, enabling enterprises to streamline the product development from both strategic and
regulatory point of view.

n Focus on data security and tighter IP management: PLM software deals with design data which is

highly confidential information. As this design data is used across other enterprise applications for
service management, supplier relationship, material management and other purposes, data
security is a very important issue for PLM. With the increasing outsourcing of core design work,
data security and IP management will be a major focus for the enterprises.
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Key Trends Driving PLM Services Market (3)
n Plug-and-play solutions starting to emerge: PLM service providers are developing plug-and-play

solutions by partnering with PLM software vendors to address specific challenges. Though these
application developments are at the “Initial” stage of development, we anticipate that service
providers will become more comfortable with being platform developers in the next few years. For
example, PLM based plug-and-play solutions will be effective for automotive OEM to comply with
stricter emission rules.

n Growth outside of North America and Europe: The demand for PLM is increasing outside of North

America, and Europe, notably in the Asia Pacific and even in the Latin America region as more
manufacturing works are being relocated in the emerging economies due to local demand and
government policies such as “Make In India.” Some PLM service providers have indicated a strategy
to target Asia-Pacific region in particular in the coming years. Also, PLM implementation demands
knowledge about region-specific industry guidelines including environmental compliances, design
rules, etc. Thus, the main challenge to this growth is the ability to attract and retain good local
talent.

n Consulting services growth: Enterprises are increasingly looking for advisory services for PLM

implementation, upgradation, and optimization. Most of the service providers in this Blueprint
have identified consulting-driven approach as an important growth area and have invested in
developing and strengthening their capabilities in this space to prepare for the increase in demand
in the next few years.
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Eight Key Client Challenges for PLM Implementation
Though PLM is implemented in many large enterprises, the user adoption of PLM is on the lower side.
The top three client challenges in PLM implementation are shown in the responses to our RFI with the
service providers in this market.
Issues in Organizational change management for
PLM implementation
Varying maturity between business units and
product lines for PLM adoption
Lack of benchmarking for parameters to define &
track PLM benefits
Delay in PLM implementation due to multiple
stakeholders
Scope definition of the PLM applications for
implementation & support
Lack of resources for PLM transformation &
implementation projects
Dependence on the legacy system for business
processes
Increase in cost due to silos in overall product
development
Source: HfS Research, 2016 ; Sample : Service Providers = 13
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62%
62%
54%
46%
38%
31%
23%
23%

Digital Transformation of PLM Services
Digital Channels

How the digital channels are changing PLM Services

Cloud

Product data must be accessible across business units of the organizations, reflecting any
data change in real time. PLM in the cloud provides the functionality with lower cost to
implement and maintain than the on-premises PLM software. As the adoption of PLM
software is very low in the SMB segment, so cloud-based PLM services have potential to
increase both PLM footprint and adoption.

Mobility

The application of mobile has become mainstream, and the engineers are using mobile
devices for a number of purposes including change orders, design reviews, manufacturing
process, field services, etc. So the information about product and process design is
needed to be available on mobile devices and it will help in increasing PLM user adoption.

Analytics

The analytics provides critical product intelligence information by capturing and analyzing
different data points across the product value chain. The data insights are being
integrated into product design, improving product performance and customer experience.
As the customization increases in product manufacturing, analytics will become more
valuable.

IoT

IoT technology provides better visibility to the stakeholders across the product value
chain. IoT helps to gain insights about the product performance and product usage in the
real time. This information is effective for product monitoring and product design
purposes as manufacturers can identify any major or minor issue with the product and
decrease the potential downtime.

Social

The social media can be used to bring product conversations about design, performance,
and service back to designers via PLM.

© 2016 HfS Research Ltd. Excerpt for Wipro
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Market Data Analysis

Market Data Analysis* of PLM Services Across Eight
Dimensions
Verticals
Service
Offerings

Onshore vs.
Offshore

Geography

PLM Services
Data Analysis

Client Quality

PLM Software

Client Relationships
* Based on Sample : Service Providers = 13
© 2016 HfS Research Ltd. Excerpt for Wipro
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Current Services Revenue Spread in PLM Services
PLM SERVICES REVENUE BY TYPE OF SERVICE
PLM SERVICES SEGMENTATION

Plan
10%
Optimize
11%

Manage services is the leading
service accounting for about half
of the revenue followed by
implement and optimize services.

Manage
44%

According to service providers, the
share of the plan and the optimize
is increasing in the PLM service
mix.

Implement
35%

Manage

Implement

Optimize

Plan

Source: HfS Research, 2016 ; Sample : Service Providers = 13
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Current Industry Segmentation in PLM Services
PLM SERVICES
INDUSTRY SEGMENTATION

PLM SERVICES REVENUE BREAKUP BY INDUSTRY

PLM Services are segmented into following:
AEC
4%

Others
9%

Process
10%
Industrial
13%
Aerospace
15%

Automotive

Electronics

Automotive
27%

Electronics
22%

Aerospace

Industrial

Source: HfS Research, 2016 ; Sample : Service Providers = 13
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§

Aerospace and Defense

§

Automotive and Railways

§

Industrial Equipment (F&A)

§

Electronics: Consumer Electronics,
Telecom, Hi-Tech, Medical Devices

§

Process Industry: CPG, F&B, Chemicals,
Oil and Gas, Pharma

§

AEC: Construction, Shipbuilding,
Infrastructure

§

Others: Retail, Apparel, Utilities, etc.

Automotive is the leading industry segment
followed by electronics and aerospace. Automotive
and aerospace are traditionally PLM-heavy
verticals. Now there is PLM interest and growth in
other industries too.

Current Geographical Spread in PLM Services
PLM SERVICES REVENUE BREAKUP BY GEOGRAPHY

PLM SERVICES GEOGRAPHICAL
SEGMENTATION

Asia Pacific
& ROW
11%

North America
49%
Europe
40%

North America

Europe

Asia Pacific & ROW

Source: HfS Research, 2016; Sample : Service Providers = 13
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North America is the largest
market for PLM services, followed
by Europe.
According to service providers,
Asia-Pacific and ROW have more
growth potential now because of
the increase in manufacturing and
industrial activity.

Current Pricing Models Deployed in PLM Services
PLM SERVICES REVENUE BREAKUP BY PRICING MODELS
Transaction
Based & Gain
Share
10%

PRICING FOR
PLM SERVICES
The pricing in PLM services is
predominantly fixed price and time and
material (T&M).

Time & Material
39%

Fixed Price

Time & Material

Unlike other IT and engineering services,
fixed price engagements are a dominant
preference in PLM.

Fixed Price
51%

Transaction Based & Gain Share

Source: HfS Research, 2016 ; Sample : Service Providers = 13
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HfS’ discussions with both buyers and
service providers have indicated a
growing demand for more transaction
based and gainshare-based pricing
models.

Current Onshore/ Nearshore/ Offshore Split in PLM
Services
PLM SERVICES PRICING BREAKUP BY DELIVERY LOCATION

GEOGRAPHIC SPLIT
IN PLM SERVICES

Nearshore
10%

About 90% of the PLM services headcount is
either offshore or onshore.
According to service providers, the onshore
headcount is growing faster.

Onshore
26%
Offshore
64%

Offshore

Onshore

Nearshore

Source: HfS Research, 2016 ; Sample : Service Providers = 13
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Current Software Split in PLM Services
PLM SOFTWARE BREAKUP

SOFTWARE SPLIT
IN PLM SERVICES

Others
17%

Autodesk
2%

Siemens
24%

Siemens PLM software has the highest share
followed by Dassault and PTC PLM software.
These three combined have about two-thirds
of the PLM services share.

SAP
8%
Oracle
11%

The usage of other PLM software outside big
three is increasing.

Dassault
21%
PTC
17%

Siemens

Dassault

PTC

Oracle

SAP

Autodesk

Others

Source: HfS Research, 2016 ; Sample : Service Providers = 13
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Client Relationships: Percentage of Clients With $5M+ ACV
PLM SERVICES CLIENTS BREAKUP BY ACV
$5 Million+ ACV
9%

CLIENTS WITH $5 MILLION + ACV
On average, 9% of PLM service provider client
accounts have more than $5 million in ACV.
There is a large variation among service
providers in their percentage of clients with
$5 million+ ACV. It varies from 0% to 20%.

< $5 Million ACV
91%

< $5 Million ACV

$5 Million+ ACV

Source: HfS Research, 2016 ; Sample : Service Providers = 13
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Client Quality: Percentage of Clients In Top 100
Manufacturers
PLM SERVICES CLIENTS AT TOP 100 MANUFACTURERS
CLIENTS IN TOP 100 MANUFACTURERS
On average, 22% of PLM service provider
client accounts are among the top 100
manufacturers.

Top 100
Manufacturers
22%

Other
78%

Other

Top 100 Manufacturers

Source: HfS Research 2016 ; Sample : Service Providers = 13
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Service Provider Grid

Guide to the Blueprint Grid
To distinguish service providers that show competitive differentiation in a particular line of delivery with
progress in realizing the “As-a-Service Economy” of business outcome-oriented, on-demand, talent +
technology services, HfS awards these providers the “As-a-Service Winner’s Circle” designation.
EXECUTION

INNOVATION

As-a-Service Winner’s Circle
show excellence recognized by clients
in the 8 Ideals in execution and
innovation

Collaborative relationships with clients,
services executed with a combination of
talent and technology as appropriate, and
flexible arrangements.

Articulate vision and a “new way of
thinking,” have recognizable investments in
future capabilities and strong client
feedback and are driving new insights and
models.

High Performers
demonstrate strong capabilities yet
lack an innovative vision or
momentum in executing the vision

Execute some of the following areas with
excellence: worthwhile relationships with
clients, services executed with “green
lights” and flexibility when meeting clients’
needs.

Typically, describe a vision and plans to
invest in future capabilities and
partnerships for As-a-Service, and illustrate
an ability to leverage digital technologies
and/or develop new insights with clients.

High Potentials
demonstrate vision and strategy but
have yet to gain momentum in
executing them

Early results and proof points from
examples in new service areas or
innovative service models, yet lack scale,
broad impact and momentum in the
capability under review.

Well-plotted strategy and thought
leadership, showcased use of newer
technologies and/or roadmap and talent
development plans.

Execution Powerhouses
demonstrate solid, reliable execution,
but have yet to show significant
innovation or vision

Evidence of operational excellence;
however, still more of a directive
engagement between service provider and
its clients.

Less evident vision and investment in
future-oriented capability, such as skills
development, “intelligent operations” or
digital technologies.
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HfS Blueprint Grid: PLM Services Blueprint
Investing in Innovation to Change

Excellent at Innovation and Execution

HIGH
POTENTIALS

AS-A-SERVICE
WINNER’S
CIRCLE

HIGH
PERFORMERS

Accenture
Wipro
Atos

INNOVATION

Tata Technologies
Cognizant
Syntel

HCL+Geometric
Infosys
Capgemini

L&T Technology Services
Tech Mahindra
EXECUTION
POWERHOUSES

Building All Capabilities
© 2016 HfS Research Ltd. Excerpt for Wipro
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Execution Is Ahead of Innovation

Major Service Provider Dynamics: Highlights
EXECUTION

INNOVATION

• TCS Has a Strong PLM Delivery Reputation: TCS is a PLM
delivery powerhouse. Reference clients have confirmed that
if TCS commits to anything, no matter what, it delivers on
its commitment. Its expertise lies in integrating multiple
PLM systems and enterprise applications.
• Accenture Leverages its Quality of Clients: Accenture has
one the highest number of clients in the top 100
manufacturer lists, which demonstrates its client quality.
• HCL Has a Value Proposition for Clients of All Sizes:
Geometric and HCL both have developed solutions for SMB
clients. In discussions with HCL and Geometric, we hear
that this will be one of the focus areas going forward.
• Capgemini Thrives on Depth of Client Engagements:
Capgemini’s revenue/client ratio is one of the highest
among service providers evaluated for this Blueprint which
reflects positively on the depth and breadth of its PLM
engagements.
• Wipro Shows Initiative in Creating PLM Client
Communities: Wipro hosts a client Value Forum every
quarter providing an informal setting for PLM executives
from non-competing clients
to share in their PLM
experience, lessons learned, and best practices.
• Atos Invests in Developing Workforce Capability: Atos one
of the highest rates of training hours per FTE among service
providers evaluated for this Blueprint.

• Infosys Has Vision of Digital Thread: Infosys has a strong vision
for a possible disruption in PLM services by cloud, mobility, and
IoT technologies. Infosys is investing in solutions that will help its
clients accelerate their journey to the digital manufacturing and
Industry 4.0 solutions leveraging digital thread.
• Wipro Delivers on Business Outcome: Reference clients have
pointed out that Wipro helped them achieve their PLM business
outcomes. They appreciate that the results of Wipro's work has
made them and their group look good in their organizations.
• Accenture Leads in Thought Leadership: Accenture has
demonstrated strong thought leadership in the PLM space by
publishing one of the highest numbers of PLM-related articles in
the last 12 months.
• TCS Delivers Continuous Improvement Benefit: TCS uses PDIT
framework to continuously improve the client PLM landscape
across multiple IT, operational, service delivery and business
dimensions. Reference clients have confirmed that they got the
benefit of TCS continuous improvement initiatives.
• HCL Offers IP Solutions and IP-led Pricing Models: Geometric
has developed IP solutions in the PLM space such as
GeometricEDGE and Teamcenter CAPA. These IP solutions are
offered in non-linear pricing models.
• Tata Technologies Leverages Engineering Expertise: Tata
Technologies has strong engineering expertise which it leverages
in developing automotive industry processes aligned with PLM
and drive PLM user adoption.
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Service Provider Profile

HfS PLM Services Value Chain And PLM Software
Partnerships: Key to Profiles
n Value Chain coverage and PLM partnership status is indicated by the shading:

Full Value Chain Offered
Plan/ Consult
Implement
Manage

Key
Strong Capabilities - Presence in majority sub
categories, > $10 million

PLM Software Partnerships
Dassault Systemes PLM

Developing Capabilities

Siemens PLM

Yet to Develop or Minimal < $0.5 million

Autodesk PLM

Optimize/ Transform

PTC PLM
Oracle PLM
SAP PLM

© 2016 HfS Research Ltd. Excerpt for Wipro
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Wipro
Winner’s Circle

A service provider with a compelling vision, strategy and commitment
to deliver business outcomes

Blueprint Leading Highlights
• Client Relationship – Revenue/
Client and ACV > $5 Million
• Business Outcome Focus
• Vision and Investments
• Technology - In-house Tools and
Automation
• Client Communities

Plan/ Consult
Implement
Manage
Optimize/ Transform
Dassault Systemes PLM
Siemens PLM
Autodesk PLM
PTC PLM
Oracle PLM
SAP PLM

Key Acquisitions
•
•
•
•

Cellent (2015)
Designit (2015)
ATCO I-Tek (2014)
SAIC (2011)

© 2016 HfS Research Ltd. Excerpt for Wipro

Strengths

Challenges

• Good Relationships And Depth Of Client Engagement: Wipro revenue/client ratio
is one of the highest among service providers evaluated for this Blueprint. Also,
Wipro has one of the highest number of clients which have ACV of $5 million or
more. These two metrics reflects positively on the depth and breadth of Wipro’s
PLM engagements.

• Finding New PLM Clients: Wipro has a high Revenue/Client ratio. The
flip side is that for growth, Wipro will have to look for new clients
more than growing share of its existing clients. On discussion with
Wipro, we realize that it is targeting its top 100 accounts for PLM
services.

• Business Outcome Focused PLM Delivery: Reference clients have pointed out that
Wipro helped them achieve their PLM business outcomes. They appreciate that the
results of working with Wipro has made them and their group look good in their
organizations.

• Increasing Onshore And Local PLM Presence In Few Countries:
Reference clients have pointed out that sometimes they feel the
lead-time to scale onsite team in few locations is high because of
strict visa regulations. Wipro can address this by hiring more local
PLM resources in different countries and also by relocating few of
offshore resources to onshore.

• Vision, Strategy, And Investments: PLM is a strategic area of focus and growth for
Wipro, with plans to make strategic investments in expanding PLM business both
organically and inorganically. Wipro plans to extend its As-a-Service vision to PLM
services by combining PLM implementation, cloud infrastructure, application
management and application usage as one bundled PLM service offering.
• Strong Initiative In Creating PLM client Communities: Wipro hosts a client Value
Forum every quarter providing an informal setting for PLM executives from noncompeting clients to share in their PLM experience, lessons learned, and best
practices.

• Increasing Share Of Aerospace And Automotive: Wipro has relatively
less share in aerospace and automotive verticals compare to the
industry average. These two verticals are very PLM heavy and there is
an opportunity for Wipro to grow its presence in these verticals. We
hear from Wipro that vertical expansion is part of their growth
strategy.

• Tools, Platforms, And Automation: Wipro has developed 20+ in-house PLM tools
and solutions to help clients accelerate PLM implementation, PLM adoption and
achieve business outcomes. It also started leveraging its artificial intelligence
platform Wipro HOLMES™ for PLM.
Key Clients
Top 100 Manufacturers as Clients: 26
Clients: 70+ PLM Services clients including:
• US Consumer Electronics Major
• European Whitegoods Manufacturer
• US Tier 1 Automotive Supplier
• Swiss Pharmaceutical Company
• US CPG Company
• American Oil and Gas Company

Global Operations Centers
PLM Services Headcount (In-Scope):
3500 - 4000 estimated by HfS
Locations: 15+ major PLM delivery center
locations including:
• North America: US
• Europe: Finland, Germany, Netherlands, UK
• Asia Pacific: India, Japan, Singapore
• ROW: Mexico, Saudi Arabia
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Proprietary Tools / Platforms/ Accelerators/ IP
• PLM-ALM Integration Solution: Integrated PLM –
ALM solution for unified product development
• Conflict Minerals Compliance Management
Solution: Facilitate rapid supplier data collection
• Maximo As A Service: Pre-configured solution on
pay per use for utilities clients
• DOCS2DATA: PLM automation solution powered
by Wipro HOLMES™
• WipDM: Data migration tool
• CPLSurround: Collaboration solution to publish
product data to extended enterprise

Market Wrap-Up and
Recommendations

Service Provider Selection
Why this service provider? The top 10 reasons clients we spoke to selected their service provider
are:
1.

Broad portfolio of PLM service offerings across the value chain

2.

Depth of skills and experience including PLM expertise and process expertise

3.

Historical relationship

4.

Knowledge of PLM software and relationships with PLM software vendors

5.

Recommendation from references and similar experience in the industry

6.

Unsatisfied with current service provider and looked for new

7.

Pricing and offshore capability

8.

In-house tools, templates, and accelerators

9.

Solution approach demonstrated during RFP process

10. Geographical reach
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What is Next in PLM (1)
We see the following as the major trends that will foster the future evolution of PLM over the next
2-3 years:
n

PLM vision will translate into execution: Almost all service providers have a vision of playing
an important role in clients’ digital manufacturing journey by leveraging their PLM
capabilities which will become the backbone of digital manufacturing. PLM will become a
must have enterprise applications from current optional or a nice to have. It will enable
storing of all product design, manufacturing, sourcing and service information and drive
digital manufacturing using digital clone or digital twin. In the next few years, service
providers should be able to execute on their vision. An example is the digital manufacturing
vision of HCL combining its engineering, manufacturing, IoT, and PLM services. In fact, HCLGeometric acquisition is one step in the execution of this vision.

n

Extension and integration of PLM: The PLM-ALM, PLM-SLM integration, and PLM-ERP
integration will be more frequent for better global product development maintaining quality,
costs and delivery time. Service providers are making investments in this area. An example is
the PLM-ALM Integration Solution developed by Wipro for unified product development.

n

Product and data complexity will drive PLM usage: Product development and
manufacturing of industrial products will be more complex due to mass customization in
manufacturing. The number of configurations and volume of product data will increase and
drive the PLM usage. Data integration will be the major focus in PLM solutions. A customer
we spoke to is leveraging PLM to manage product data volume and complexity across its
design, production, sourcing, service, call center data sets.
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What is Next in PLM (2)
n

PLM user adoption will increase: The biggest reason of past PLM failures was the lack of user
adoption. Enterprises and service providers will focus on this aspect more, and it may mean
investment in user experience, training, change management, KPIs, etc. Service providers are
helping customers in increasing user adoption. An example is Cognizant which has developed
a KPI based approach to user adoption as part of its PLM engagements. Other examples are
of engineering service providers such as Tata Technologies and L&T Technology Services
which are helping clients in improving user adoption by redesigning processes based on their
engineering services experience of working with designers and engineers.

n

Digital PLM will grow: Digital PLM is not much of service provider’s revenue currently, but it
will have a high growth in the next 2-3 years. PLM service providers will figure out their value
proposition in digital technologies including cloud, mobility, social, IoT, etc. and capitalize on
the opportunity. An example is Infosys which is investing in digital solutions and using them
to enter traditional PLM heavy sectors such as automotive and aerospace.

n

The PLM usage will expand beyond traditional large manufacturing companies: Traditional
PLM users were large automotive and aerospace companies where products are complex and
have a long design cycle. Now the usage of PLM is expanding to other verticals and also
customers for different sizes including SMBs. This trend will accelerate further as service
providers such as Cognizant, Infosys, Wipro, HCL, KPIT, etc. are investing in this space.
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What is Next in PLM (3)
n

Entry of new providers in PLM space. We have observed a number of new service providers
that have emerged in this space in the last few years. We expect to see an acceleration of this
trend. Historically PLM was a subset of enterprise applications market, and few global and
Indian IT service providers were addressing this market. Today, with the extension of this
market to cover the growing demand for smart products and digital manufacturing, we
expect more and more IT and engineering service providers to focus and scale up their PLM
practice. In the last few years, we have seen the entry of Accenture, Cognizant, KPIT, Syntel,
L&T Technology Services in this segment. We know from our service provider’s discussions
that many more service providers want to enter in this space.

n

We will see mergers and acquisitions in this space: Global and Indian service providers will
look for specialized service providers and boutique consulting in PLM space to get rapid
access to industry and technical capability and new exciting credential clients. An example is
Accenture which has build its PLM capabilities fast with acquisitions. HCL is another example
which has augmented its PLM capability significantly with the acquisition.

n

Geographical mix will change: At present, the PLM client mix is dominated by the US and
Europe. We believe that in the next few years, Asia-Pacific and ROW will be the major growth
drivers. We hear about geographical diversification from many service providers including
Capgemini, Tata Technologies, Atos, etc.
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Recommendations: Enterprise Buyers (1)
n Select service providers based on the skills you need: Participants for this Blueprint were selected

as the leading and emerging service providers in their field of expertise. Every PLM service
provider covered is capable of meeting buyers’ broad needs, although capabilities differ
significantly across services, industries, PLM software and regions and even within each one.
Therefore, buyers are advised to match carefully the service providers’ skills with their own needs.
One Fortune 100 client we spoke to selected a small service provider for a point PLM solution and
was happy that the service provider was able to deliver it in expected time and budget.

n Rethink your legacy PLM stack: Lack of updated PLM software and lack of PLM integration with

enterprise applications pose problems for enterprises in terms of data quality. So don’t let legacy
technology hold you back in your transformation for the digital manufacturing era. Replace your
legacy technology stack with newer PLM solutions. One manufacturing client we spoke to was
struggling with a bunch of legacy PLM systems because of years of M&A and now it has started a
multi-year PLM program to replace all legacy systems and standardize PLM processes on the latest
version of one of the leading PLM software.
n Develop collaborative pricing models and KPIs for PLM user adoption: Get service providers’ skin

into the game and collaboratively develop
provider to work towards accelerating PLM
identified PLM user adoption milestones or
linked its payment to these milestones
underachieving these milestones.
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pricing models and KPIs which incentivize service
user adoption. One apparel client we spoke to has
KPIs in collaboration with the service provider and
with reward and penalty of overachieving and
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Recommendations: Enterprise Buyers (2)
n Use PLM as a transformation lever for digital manufacturing: Don’t consider PLM implementation

or PLM management as one-off IT enterprise IT project. Consider PLM a building block of a larger
manufacturing transformation. Ask service providers about case studies of early adopters in digital
manufacturing leveraging PLM, develop the business case and leverage new technologies to
remain relevant in the digital manufacturing era. One manufacturing client we spoke to was
impressed by the digital manufacturing work done by the service provider for another client and
now plans to work with service provider to implement it in one of their manufacturing plants.

n Develop digital transformation agenda: Building further on the above recommendation, ask your

service provider(s) for insight into how Cloud, IoT and other innovations are likely to impact the
PLM business processes you have in place today whether the service provider delivers them or
not. Use quarterly business reviews (QBRs) and other interactions with your service provider(s) to
review their vision for the evolution of PLM services. One utility client we spoke to used QBRs to
ask its service provider for the digital innovation ideas.
n Leverage service provider’s tools, technologies, and accelerators for faster deployment: Don’t

reinvent the wheel. There is no need to develop customized solutions for your requirements. Most
service providers have developed tools, technologies, and accelerators for solving some of the PLM
challenges based on their experience in similar situations. Make this as one of the selection criteria
while evaluating them in the RFP process and leverage the benefit in PLM engagements. One
manufacturing client we spoke to was dissatisfied with its existing PLM service provider as it was
taking a lot of time in customization and data migration. It then replaced its existing service
provider with an RFP process and tools and accelerators were its primary criteria for the service
provider selection.
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Recommendations: Service Providers (1)
n Perform long-term HR and organization planning for PLM: Buyers have often cited the long lead

time in resource mobilization at different global locations. In the similar context, buyers have
identified lack of career and growth plans for onshore resources in some organizations. Service
providers should do their long term organization planning for PLM, identify a few locations globally
where they develop PLM centers of excellence which can provide growth and career path to
employees and also can help in global resource deployment. As an example, Atos has established
PLM CoEs in different locations in Europe which help in resource mobilization at the short lead
time.

n Keep refreshing PLM knowledge and invest more in PLM training: Buyers have pointed out two

recommendations for PLM technical knowledge. The first is that service providers knowledge of
new PLM modules and PLM releases can be improved. The another area of improvement is PLM
knowledge of junior resources. According to buyers, the typical junior PLM resource is a generalist
trained in computer languages, who learns PLM on the job. Service providers can address these
concerns by increasing investment in the PLM training. Among service providers we have
evaluated Accenture, Atos, and Wipro have high PLM training hours per FTE.

n Focus on APAC and ROW market: Service providers need to focus on APAC and ROW market for

PLM services for growth. Based on the discussions with service providers their present focus is in
North America and Europe market. Focus on APAC and ROW market can be a first mover
advantage for the service providers. Currently, Accenture, Wipro, HCL, and Infosys have a balanced
geographical mix and have a better PLM presence in APAC and ROW.
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Recommendations: Service Providers (2)
n Invest in tools and technologies: Most of the service providers in the Blueprint have developed in-

house tools, platforms and frameworks for PLM implementation which are appreciated by buyers.
But some buyers complained that sometimes service providers try to encourage more
customization than required. The customizations help service providers in increased billing but in
the buyers’ opinion, these are opportunities for service providers to invest more in tools and
templates and customizations should be minimum. Service providers should continue to invest in
tools and technologies to enhance their PLM service offerings. In particular, investments in
industry-focused templates and tools will stand out in this crowded market as clear differentiators.
As some of the examples of service provider investments:
• HCL and L&T Technology Services have developed IP solutions for PLM
• Accenture, TCS, and Cognizant have developed industry templates for PLM solutions in
different verticals
• Wipro and Infosys have developed a lot of point solutions and data migration tools
• KPIT and HCL have developed tools for SMB segments
• Wipro and Syntel have started to leverage their automation platform in PLM

n Enhance partnership approach to address PLM white spaces: All of the service providers have

partnerships with major PLM technology providers. As the digital technologies are becoming
prominent in PLM service offerings, service providers need to leverage their PLM partnerships for
developing joint industry solutions, collaborative pricing models, developing POCs to address
specific client needs and white spaces. As an example, Atos, in partnership with Siemens, has
launched PLM cloud solutions.
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Recommendations: Service Providers (3)
n Scale-up Innovation: Overall, buyers ratings of service providers were lowest on getting value from

service provider led innovation initiatives. Most buyers feel that service providers can do better at
innovation. Buyers say that service providers have innovation capabilities, innovation centers, etc.
but somehow it doesn’t impact PLM services. A few buyers complain that service providers are
becoming complacent and either not reimagining the support processes with design thinking and
digital transformation or not doing it fast enough. Among the clients we spoke to, very few
acknowledge the actual use of design thinking by service providers in PLM engagements so far.

n Prepare for the rise of IoT and Digital: Digital and IoT might not be mainstream, but we are

headed in this direction. Research labs, consulting teams and SI units inside each major service
provider are working with clients around these technologies today. As discussed in the above
point, the digital lessons learned may not yet have made their way over to the PLM operations
group running day-to-day operations. Put aside investment funds this year to encourage that
collaboration so that as a service provider you can share these same insights with clients. As an
example, Wipro is making investments in incubating digital skills and partnerships as part of its
PLM group.
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HfS Research is The Services Research Company™—the leading analyst authority and global community for business
operations and IT services. The firm helps enterprises validate their global operating models with world-class
research and peer networking.
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digital platforms and cognitive computing that can wipe out traditional enterprises overnight. HfS’ OneOfficeTM
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support it. HfS’ vision is about helping clients achieve an integrated support operation has the digital prowess to
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Automation and Outsourcing, HfS analysts apply industry knowledge in healthcare, life sciences, retail,
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business operations.
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several OneOfficeTM Summits each year, bringing together senior service buyers, advisors, providers and technology
suppliers in an intimate forum to develop collective recommendations for the industry and add depth to the firm’s
research publications and analyst offerings.
Now in its tenth year of publication, HfS Research’s acclaimed blog Horses for Sources is the most widely read and
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